Abstract. To analyse the sensitivity of blade geometry and airfoil characteristics on the prediction of performance characteristics of wind farms, large-eddy simulations using an actuator disc (ACD) method are performed for three different blade/airfoil configurations. The aim of the study is to determine how the mean characteristics of wake flow, mean power production and thrust depend on the choice of airfoil data and blade geometry. In order to simulate realistic conditions, pre-generated turbulence and wind shear are imposed in the computational domain. Using three different turbulence intensities and varying the spacing between the turbines, the flow around 4-8 aligned turbines is simulated. The analysis is based on normalized mean streamwise velocity, turbulence intensity, relative mean power production and thrust. From the computations it can be concluded that the actual airfoil characteristics and blade geometry only are of importance at very low inflow turbulence. At realistic turbulence conditions for an atmospheric boundary layer the specific blade characteristics play an minor role on power performance and the resulting wake characteristics. The results therefore give a hint that the choice of airfoil data in ACD simulations is not crucial if the intention of the simulations is to compute mean wake characteristics using a turbulent inflow.
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Introduction
The actuator disc (ACD) method (Sørensen and Myken [1] ) has been largely exploited in the last two decades and has proven to be a reliable tool for wind farm power predictions in combination with large-eddy simulations (see e.g. Nilsson et al. [2] ). Later contributions in the field using LES are due to, among others, Ivanell et al. [3] , Porté-Agel et al. [4] , Troldborg et al. [5] [6], Churchfield et al. [7] , Keck et al. [8] and Troldborg et al. [9] . In the work by Ivanell et al. [3] a farm consisting of nine turbines was studied, and special interest was placed on the dependency on the inflow angle of the wind and the impact of considering a turbulent inflow. Porté-Agel et al. [4] studied the velocity and the turbulent statistics after a single turbine using an ACD method with constant loading (this method is referred to as ACD-NR), an ACD method which uses airfoil data and considers turbine-induced flow rotation (ACD) and an actuator line (ACL) method. The results were compared with wind tunnel measurements and demonstrated that the ACD and ACL methods gave very similar results that were in good agreement with measured data whereas the results of the ACD-NR deviated significantly from the measurements. Troldborg et al. [5] [6] performed LES computations using an ACL method on a single turbine in uniform inflow conditions and on two turbines where the inlet flow was varied to mimic laminar, offshore and onshore conditions. Churchfield et al. [7] performed computations on two aligned turbines using flexible ACLs to model the rotor blades. The turbines were placed in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer, and the aim of the work was to study the effect of varying the surface roughness and atmospheric stability on power production, structural loads and wake evolution. Keck et al. [8] described and verified a method to introduce a prescribed wind shear in combination with pre-generated synthetic turbulence. Troldborg et al. [9] performed further verifications of the prescribed wind shear and the pre-generated synthetic turbulence described in Keck et al. [8] using a simple linear shear approach. For an extensive list of different wake models, it is referred to Crespo et al. [10] and Vermeer et al. [11] .
For validation purposes, the results from simulations are often compared to production data from real wind farms. Airfoil data and blade geometry for real turbines are in many cases not publicly available. Therefore, in simulations these are often based on alternative synthetic data, as the NREL 5MW turbine (Jonkman et al. [12] ) which are scaled to fit the real turbines. The aim of this work is to investigate the influence on the wake conditions when using different rotors and determine the importance of the airfoil data when analyzing mean wake flow characteristics. In the present work three different sets of airfoil data (described in Section 2) are used to simulate a row of wind turbines. These airfoils are imposed in three flow conditions (described in Section 7) characterized by ambient turbulence intensities (T I amb ) equal to 0%, 4.5% and 8.9%, respectively. Furthermore, the spacing between the turbines is varied between 6.6R and 14R. These spacings are chosen by looking at the Horns Rev wind farm at an inflow angle of 270 • and at the Lillgrund wind farm at an inflow angle of 120 • , corresponding to a spacing of 14R and 6.6R, respectively.
The wake flow is analyzed in terms of normalized mean streamwise velocity (W norm ) and turbulence intensity (T I W T ). Additionally, the relative mean power production (P rel ) and thrust (T rel ) of the individual turbines are investigated.
Turbine specifications and positioning
In this study data sets from three different airfoils are used, which all are representations of the Siemens SWT-2.3-93 turbine used in e.g. the Lillgrund wind farm. The first turbine is a downscaled NREL turbine (Jonkman et al. [12] ) with a nominal power of 2.3 MW. This downscaled turbine is described in detail in Nilsson et al. [2] and is in this study referred to as AF1. The second turbine is based on the DU21 profile which is one of the profiles used in the AF1 turbine. This profile is used for the entire span width of the rotor. The chord (c) and twist (Φ) distributions are designed to fit the C P and C T curves of AF1. This turbine is referred to as AF2. The third turbine is the generic SWT-2.3-93 turbine which is described in detail in Churchfield [13] . This turbine is in the current study referred to as AF3. The twist and chord distributions for the different airfoils are depicted in Figure 1 . In this study all turbines are set to operate at a fixed rotational velocity determined by a tip speed ratio (λ) equal to 8.5 based on the free stream velocity (U 0 ). The first turbine is in all cases imposed at z =17R, where R is the rotor radius (R = 46.5m). Due to grid size limitations, 4 turbines are used in the 14R spacing case while 8 are used in the 6.6R case. 
Numerical model
In this study the EllipSys3D code (Michelsen [14] [15] and Sørensen [16] ) is used. The EllipSys3D code is a general purpose Navier-Stokes solver which solves for incompressible flows using a finite volume approach. The code is well documented and will not be described in detail here. Briefly, the computations are performed using the LES technique where large eddies are resolved explicitly and eddies smaller than a certain size are filtered out and modeled by an eddy-viscosity based sub-grid scale (SGS) model. For this work the mixed scale model developed by Ta Phuoc [19] is used. It is referred to Mikkelsen [17] , Ivanell et al. [18] , Troldborg et al. [5] and Nilsson et al. [2] among others for more information about the numerical model.
Computational domain and boundary conditions
In the current study, a computational domain measuring 80×20×20R 3 is used. The center part of the domain is equidistant, with a spacing equal to ∆x, and this region measures 60×4×4R 3 . The parts outside the equidistant region are stretched towards the outer boundaries. A schematic drawing of the domain is shown in the left part of Figure 2 . Dirichlet conditions are imposed at the inlet for pressure and velocities, a convective condition is imposed at the outlet, periodical conditions are imposed at the sides and slip conditions are imposed at the top and the bottom of the domain.
The computational time step (∆t) is chosen conservatively to 0.025R/U 0 in order not to violate the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition.
∆x is chosen to 0.1R based on experiences from earlier simulations. However, to show the behavior of using a more refined model some simulations are performed with ∆x = 0.05R. This grid resolution could not be used for all simulations due to limitations in computational capability.
Actuator disc method
The turbines are in this study represented using actuator discs (ACD). The rotor is implemented in the simulation using a body force approach. This method significantly reduces the computational demands compared to modeling the full geometry of the rotor since the boundary layer over the blades is not resolved. However, as this method makes use of airfoil data (C L and C D distributions as functions of the angle of attack) the results depend on the quality of these data. This dependency is the subject of investigation in this study. The ACD method used is described in Nilsson et al. [2] . For this study the ACD is discretized using 21 points along the rotor radius and 81 points in the azimuthal direction. In order to avoid numerical problems, the body forces are smeared in a Gaussian manner in the streamwise direction using a standard deviation of 0.2R/ √ 2.
Collecting and analyzing data
The simulations are performed with 80,000 time steps each. The last 41,300 time steps are used in the analysis corresponding to 100 minutes of physical time to ensure having a quasi-stationary solution.
In order to store the outcome of the simulations, time series of velocity, probe sheets are inserted in the domain at positions (z, 10, 10). In the cases without wind turbines the sheets are inserted at z positions starting at 17R, followed by 24R and then with a spacing of 14R. The conditions at 17R are used for determination of T I amb . In the cases with turbines, z are the positions in the middle of each pair of turbines. Additionally, in order to have a detailed description of the flow upstream and downstream of the first turbine, sheets are inserted using a spacing of 1R in this region. For a turbine spacing of 6.6R this region is defined by 13R ≤ z ≤23R while for a turbine spacing of 14R it is defined as 13R ≤ z ≤ 31R. The sheets consist of a number of circles and on these circles a number of points are assigned in the azimuthal direction. In the present study 15 circles are used (including the center point), which are separated with a distance of ∆x, and 4 points are used in the azimuthal direction, as depicted in the right part of Figure 2 . Totally 59 points are evaluated and on each of these, the streamwise, crosswise and vertical velocity components are saved at each time step. For the determination of the conditions in the flow domain in absence of turbines, standard deviations for all components (σ i ) are analyzed. For the cases in the presence of turbines only the streamwise component is analyzed in terms of normalized mean velocity (W norm ) and turbulence intensity (T I W T ). T I W T is defined as the streamwise standard deviation (σ z ) normalized by U 0 . It is noted here that the mean value of the 59 points on the probe sheet is considered in the calculations.
The power (P ) and thrust (T ) are saved for each turbine (ACD) at each time step and are computed employing the following equations,
where Ω is the angular velocity, A is the disc area, f θ is the tangential force and f z is the normal force per unit area on the disc. In the analysis the relative mean values of power (P rel ) and thrust (T rel ) are evaluated. 
Shear and atmospheric turbulence
The simulations are performed with an ambient turbulence intensity (T I amb ) equal to 0%, 4.5% and 8.9%. The atmospheric turbulence is pre-generated using the method of Mann (Mann [20] [21]). In this method, isotropic von Kármán turbulence is exposed to a linear shear using rapid distortion theory. The result is an anisotropic turbulence which, in our case, is fitted to the Kaimal spectrum. In the used application of the method of Mann the user sets a height, a mean velocity and a roughness length as inputs. In the current cases, the height is set to 68 m, the mean velocity to 8 m/s and the roughness lengths to 2.0 · In the simulations, xy planes of turbulence are imposed, using body forces, at a certain z position at a rate determined by ∆t M ann and ∆t. These planes are then being convected downstream by the flow solver. As the spatial and temporal resolution of the Mann box is lower than in the grid in the simulations, interpolation is required. In the present study, the turbulence planes are imposed at z = 13R as depicted in the left part of Figure 3 . As previously stated, the results are based of 100 minutes of simulation data. Within this time period the Mann box is repeated approximately 3 times, which imposes artificial periodicity in the results. However, as all rotor configurations are exposed to this periodicity, the effects of this are believed to the marginal. A prescribed wind shear is imposed, also depicted in the left part of Figure 3 , using an analogy to the immersed boundary layer using body forces. In this study a simplified linear shear is used as suggested by Troldborg et al. [9] . The prescribed linear shear profile is identical to that used in the method of Mann. The normalized standard deviation components as function of the downstream distance, in the absence of wind turbines, are depicted in the middle and right parts of Figure 3 , and it can be seen that the turbulence remains reasonably close to the imposed conditions throughout the domain. This is analogous to what was observed and discussed in Troldborg et al. [9] . Lillgrund (LG) data (Nilsson et al. [2] ) is based on a turbine spacing of 6.6R and a T I amb equal to approximately 5%. The Horns Rev (HR) data (Hansen [22] ) is based on a turbine spacing of 14R and a T I amb equal to approximately 7% (Hansen et al. [23] ). Furthermore, due to the shape of the farm layouts, the LG data is based on a single row of turbines (Row D in Nilsson et al. [2] ) while the HR data is based on averaging of all rows in the farm. Since the simulations are not exact representations of the measurement cases (e.g. in terms of T I amb and farm layouts), the comparisons are limited. However, it is emphasized that the actual comparison in this study is between different rotor configurations and that the measurement data only is used to show that the production levels in the simulations are at an adequate level. 
AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R AF1, ∆x=0.05R AF2, ∆x=0.05R AF3, ∆x=0.05R Measurements Figure 4 . Relative mean power for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) in the presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 6.6R. T I amb in the measurement case is always equal to 5%. 
AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R Measurements Figure 5 . Relative mean power for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) in the presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 14R. T I amb in the measurement case is always equal to 7%.
In Figure 4 it can be seen that there are significant deviations between the results from using the different rotor configurations when T I amb = 0%. For T I amb =4.5% and 8.9% there are only small differences and, independent of the actual airfoil data and blade geometry, the computed results are generally in very good agreement with measurements. In all cases, it can be seen that for AF2, the second turbine in the row shows a slightly lower production compared to the production predicted by the other rotor configurations. When comparing the results when ∆x is varied between 0.1R and 0.05R (right part of Figure 4) , it can be seen that the production in general is marginally higher in the refined cases. However, when comparing the results from using the different rotor configurations, the differences are similarly small for ∆x = 0.1R as for ∆x = 0.05R. Figure 5 displays the same trends as Figure 4 . The deviations between the rotors tend to become smaller when T I amb increases. When T I amb =4.5% and 8.9% the differences are seen to be limited. The general trend is that the production increases when T I amb increases, regardless of airfoil and turbine spacing.
When comparing with the measurements, the agreement between the three rotor configurations is found to be good for the turbine spacing of 6.6R when T I amb =4.5% and 8.9%. For T I amb = 0% there are large differences for turbines 2 and 3 in the row for all rotor configurations. Further downstream the differences are however small. When the turbine spacing is 14R the simulations show larger deviations compared to the measured data than for a spacing of 6.6R, but the general trends are the same as for a spacing of 6.6R. The measurements are based on a filtering of the data using an inflow sector of 5 • while the results from the computations are shown for flows that are fully aligned with the row of turbines. It is therefore expected that some underestimation of the power is experienced for the simulated cases. This underestimation should also be more pronounced for the 14R case since the distance between the turbines is larger. It is also noted that the turbines at Horns Rev have a nominal power of 2 MW and a rotor radius of 40 m while in the simulations a slightly larger rotor was used (as described in Section 2).
Relative mean thrust
The relative mean thrust (T rel ) is in Figures 6 and 7 depicted as function of downstream distance for turbine spacings of 6.6R and 14R, respectively. Similar trends as for P rel are found as there are significant differences in T rel when T I amb = 0%, regardless of turbine spacing. Furthermore, the differences in T rel for the different rotor configurations are decreasing when T I amb is increasing. Generally, when using imposed turbulence, AF3 predicts the highest value of T rel while AF2 predicts the lowest. When comparing the results when ∆x is varied between 0.1R and 0.05R (right part of Figure 6 ), it can be seen that the trends are again similar to those for P rel . Generally, T rel is slightly higher for the refined case but the differences between the individual rotor configurations does not vary significantly between the different refinements. 
AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R AF1, ∆x=0.05R AF2, ∆x=0.05R AF3, ∆x=0.05R Figure 6 . Relative mean thrust for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) in the presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 6.6R. 
AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R Figure 7 . Relative mean thrust for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) in the presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 14R.
Normalized mean streamwise velocity
The normalized mean streamwise velocity (W norm ) is in Figures 8 and 9 depicted as function of downstream distance for turbine spacings of 6.6R and 14R, respectively. 
AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R Figure 9 . Normalized mean streamwise velocity for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) in the presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 14R.
In Figure 8 it can be seen that there are significant deviations between the computed results when T I amb = 0% for z positions up to z = 32R. Further downstream the differences between the computed results of the different rotor configurations are small. For T I amb =4.5% and 8.9% the velocities predicted using AF1 and AF3 are very similar. However, AF2 shows a lower velocity up until z = 27R. Further downstream this velocity is similar to those predicted using AF1 and AF3. When comparing the results when ∆x is varied between 0.1R and 0.05R (right part of Figure 8 ), it can be seen that refined cases results in a lower mean velocity up until approximately 27R after which there are only very small differences between using the different resolutions. Additionally, using different resolution does not affect the differences between the rotor configurations.
In Figure 9 significant differences between the computed results are found up until z = 31R for T I amb = 0%. In this case, in contrast to the results shown in Figure 8 , the velocities do not merge after this distance as deviations are still found. These differences are however not as pronounced as those before z = 31R. For T I amb =4.5% and 8.9% the same trends are found as in Figure 8 , i.e., the velocities predicted using AF1 and AF3 are very similar and AF2 initially predicts a lower velocity, after which it later approaches the same velocity as obtained for the other rotor configurations.
Turbulence intensity
In Figures 10 and 11 the turbulence intensity (T I W T ) is shown as a function of the downstream distance for turbine spacings of 6.6R and 14R, respectively.
In Figure 10 it can be seen that T I W T shows a very similar behavior for AF1 and AF3 for all values of T I amb . For T I amb = 0%, T I W T when using AF2 shows a slightly different behavior which is especially evident for z distances up to 40R. After this distance and for the other values of T I amb all three rotor configurations show a similar behavior of T I W T . When comparing the results when ∆x is varied between 0.1R and 0.05R (right part of Figure 10 ), it can be seen that the refined simulations generally render slightly higher values of T I W T compared to the coarser simulations. However, the differences between using the different rotor configurations does not Figure 10 . Turbulence intensity in the wake for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) with presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 6.6R. 
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AF1, ∆x=0.1R AF2, ∆x=0.1R AF3, ∆x=0.1R Figure 11 . Turbulence intensity in the wake for T I amb =0% (left), T I amb =4.5% (middle) and T I amb =8.9% (right) with presence of wind turbines with a spacing of 14R.
vary significantly when changing the resolution.
In Figure 11 there is a difference in the computed T I W T when T I amb = 0%, but the values for the different rotor configurations are approaching each other at the last measurement point. For the other values of T I amb , AF1 and AF3 show a very similar behavior for T I W T . Using AF2, however, results in a T I W T which is approximately 1% higher than for the two other cases. The general trend is that T I W T is increasing with downstream distance. The slope of this increase is similar for all three rotor configurations.
Conclusions
LES simulations using an ACD method representing the rotor was performed using three different rotor configurations subject to different inflow conditions (level of ambient turbulence) and turbine spacing. The goal of the study was to analyze the mean wake flow characteristics, and the relative mean power production and thrust of the rotors in order to determine the importance of the choice of actual rotor geometry and airfoil data in ACD simulations. In the study, relative mean power and thrust were analyzed together with normalized mean streamwise velocity and turbulence intensity. It was found that the the choice of airfoil and rotor configuration became less important for higher levels of turbulence. For the low turbine spacing and a turbulent flow, none of the investigated parameters differed significantly from each other when comparing the computed results from the different rotor configurations. For the high turbine spacing only the computed turbulence intensity level differed between the different rotor configuration, whereas power production, thrust and mean streamwise velocity remained the same, provided that the inflow was turbulent. As a general conclusion it can be stated that the choice of airfoil data and actual rotor geometry in ACD simulations is not crucial if the intention of the simulations is to compute the mean wake characteristics subject to turbulent inflow.
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